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As is described in detail hereafter, the subject data patterns collectively provide a context
sensitive vocabulary. Turning next to FIG. After the dictation is complete, the system operator
often verifies the text message by reading the same back to the caller. Each phrase on this
exemplary list is associated with a numeric value indicating the number of times, or frequency,
with which the particular phrase was used on a particular day by callers leaving oral messages
with system operators described hereabove. Hailstones melt and raindrops evaporate, pulling
latent heat from surrounding air and cooling it considerably. Samuel M. Wet microbursts are
downbursts accompanied by significant precipitation at the surface. Message paging system
includes each of a process control server and a messaging network generally designated ,
namely, a message paging network. October 9th, Translating controller compares such
measurable characteristics and the stored data patterns, and generates at least a substantially
equivalent text message in response thereto. High winds spread out in this type of pattern
showing little or no curvature are known as straight-line winds. The processing means uses
data patterns representing oral phrases specific to the non-realtime messaging system. The
PCS system operates to process each incoming call and to determine, in response to the
respective availability and priority levels, whether to enable realtime communication among
particular subscribers and callers. Get your assignment help services from professionals.
Turning initially to FIG. Microbursts: A Handbook for Visual Identification. As is apparent from
the foregoing, the principles of the present invention are particularly beneficial when applied to
wired and wireless telephony, computer or like processing systems and networks, including
Internet-based applications. According to this embodiment, a particular subscriber record is
associated with subscriber and, among its other attributes, includes pointers to particular ones
of the plurality of data patterns For instance, PCS devices both narrowband and broadband as
well as any suitably arranged network computer whether its associated computer network is
wired, wireless or both may be used. To be acceptable, the speech recognition system must
rapidly and accurately recognize a wide range of words and phrases a vocabulary , such as the
thousands words and phrases used by callers into message paging systems. At least a portion
of this text message is transmitted to subscriber via message pager The caller may accept or
reject the text message. Many contemporary message paging systems, for instance, include
automated interfaces for interacting with callers. They go through three stages in their cycle:
the downburst, outburst, and cushion stages. To address the above-discussed deficiencies of
the prior art, it is a primary object of the present invention to provide, in a non-realtime
messaging system, a means for processing oral messages received from a variety of callers
and, in response thereto, for generating substantially equivalent text messages. This
application is a continuation of prior U. The principles of the present invention introduce
non-realtime messaging systems and controllers for use therewith that are capable of
converting received oral messages from callers into at least substantially equivalent text
messages for transmission to subscribers thereof. Such message paging services may, for
example, be provided over cellular or PCS frequencies to advantageously maximize hardware
reuse. If the proposed text message is acceptable YES branch of decisional step , then the text
message, or an appropriate portion thereof, is communicated to subscriber process step
Following the caller's approval, the text message is then transmitted to the subscriber.
Controller separates the message input into sub-parts, at least some of which have one or more
measurable characteristics e. Although the present discussion is directed largely to process
step of FIG. A non-realtime messaging system comprising: 2. Therefore, in general terms,
negative buoyancy is typically the major contributor to downdrafts. Translating controller
processes the oral message and translates the same into a proposed text message process
step ; discussed further with reference to FIG. Even a relatively modest negative buoyancy can
result in a substantial downdraft if it is maintained over a relatively large depth. The present
invention is directed, in general, to wireless communication systems and methods of operating
the same, and, in particular, to non-realtime communication systems for converting voice
messages to text messages and subsequent transmission of the same. The major contribution
to this process is from evaporation. Again, process control server and messaging network
collectively include a messaging controller Further, such suitable objects and routines may
include executable code, such as code that i directs the steps that a computer is to take as in
procedural languages , ii sets forth rules that the computer is to follow as in declarative
languages or iii defines objects and their relationships as in object-oriented programming
languages , as examples. In the event that caller accepts the text message YES branch of
decisional step , the text message is sent to subscriber process step ; if caller rejects the
proposed text message NO branch of decisional step , then translation controller , via
messaging controller , interacts with caller , enabling caller to identify that portion of the
proposed text message that is incorrect and correct the same process step When the cool air

approaches the ground, it spreads out in all directions. This is because the physical properties
of a downburst are completely different from those of a tornado. Alternatively, assume
subscriber is injured and placed on disability leave. An important aspect of the present
embodiment is that the limited vocabulary defined by data patterns specific to message paging
system and the select emphasized data patterns identified by data record specific to subscriber
reduces the processing demands inherent to contemporary SIVR products. A speech
recognition system usually is made up of an input device, a voice board that provides
analog-to-digital conversion of a speech signal, and a signal processing module that uses
patterns to recognize the speech signal. Downburst damage will radiate from a central point as
the descending column spreads out when hitting the surface, whereas tornado damage tends
towards convergent damage consistent with rotating winds. The data patterns, once defined,
may remain static or may be dynamic changing over time. Exemplary paging terminal network is
suitably associated with paging terminals At least some of these sub-parts have one or more
measurable characteristics associated therewith. Similarly, the subset of data patterns may also
be static or dynamic. In meteorology, a downburst is a strong ground-level wind system that
emanates from a point source above and blows radially, that is, in straight lines in all directions
from the point of contact at ground level. In response thereto, translating controller determines
whether a particular sub-part, group of sub-parts, multiple groups of sub-parts, or the proposed
text message as a whole, is suitably acceptable decisional step Translating controller attempts
to recognize the message input by selectively comparing data patterns and the sub-parts
process step To differentiate between tornado damage and damage from a downburst, the term
straight-line winds is applied to damage from microbursts. These problems have limited the
practical uses of speech recognition systems. The message paging system parses the stored
oral message and compares the same with the vocabulary to generate the text message.
Messaging controller transmits, via messaging network , at least part of the generated text
message to subscriber having message pager output step Exemplary message paging network
includes a paging terminal network , a plurality of paging terminals and a plurality of message
paging transmitter towers The non-realtime messaging system set forth in This term is
associated with storms having high precipitation rates. In alternate embodiments, any
conventional speech recognition system, or engine, that can suitably use a vocabulary specific
to message paging system , such as a vocabulary defined using APPENDIX A, may be used.
Wakimoto developed a conceptual model over the High Plains of the United States of a dry
microburst environment that comprised three important variables: mid-level moisture,
cloudbase in the mid atmosphere, and low surface relative humidity. The assignee of the
invention disclosed in this patent document is, inter alia, an international provider of message
paging systems and services. The messaging controller is capable of receiving oral messages
from callers into the message paging system and transmitting text messages to message
pagers used by subscribers of the system. According to the present embodiment, translating
controller , in response to the one or more data record s associated with subscriber , controls
messaging controller Translating controller parses the message input, separating the same into
sub-parts process step Consider, for instance, a sophisticated PCS system that includes a
non-realtime messaging sub-system in accordance with the present invention. Notifying these
subscribers for every voice message may be bothersome. The generated text messages are
then transmitted by the messaging controller to the subscribers for whom the received oral
messages where intended. Due to interaction with the ground, the downburst quickly loses
strength as it fans out and forms the distinctive "curl shape" that is commonly seen at the
periphery of the microburst see image. An exemplary messaging system includes each of a
messaging controller, a data repository and a translating controller. According to an
advantageous embodiment, translating controller plays the previously stored oral message for
the operator and displays the proposed text message to the operator before, or while,
transferring caller thereto, in short, the system front-loads, or pre-fetches, information that the
operator may need to efficiently interact with caller The system then prompts, or asks, the caller
to spell the phrase, to select or pick a phrase from a group or list of phrases, or the like, thereby
correcting the same. Such functionality would assist subscriber when deciding when to call to
listen to voice mail messages. Straight-line winds also known as plough winds, thundergusts
and hurricanes of the prairie are very strong winds that can produce damage, demonstrating a
lack of the rotational damage pattern associated with tornadoes. Translating controller i
separates the stored message input into sub-parts, at least some of which have one or more
measurable characteristics; ii compares such measurable characteristics and data patterns of
data repository ; and iii generates a substantially equivalent text message in response thereto
process step The second term is the effect of buoyancy on vertical motion. A number of fatal
crashes have been attributed to downbursts. To begin, messaging system particularly,

messaging controller receives a call from caller input step The message paging system
includes each of a messaging controller, a data repository and a translating controller.
Concerning FIG. The generated text message is a concatenation of data patterns representing
those sub-parts or group s of sub-parts that, separately or collectively, compare most favorably
with the same. Assume lastly, hat translating controller assigned the following confidence
factors: Translating controller , in response the foregoing values and data record , generally
accepts the translated text message. The formation of a downburst starts with hail or large
raindrops falling through drier air. The microburst is an extremely powerful gust of air that, once
hitting the ground, spreads in all directions. Collectively, these controllers are capable of
converting oral messages received from callers into substantially equivalent text messages.
The evolution of microbursts is broken down into three stages: the contact stage, the outburst
stage, and the cushion stage. During the cushion stage, winds about the curl continue to
accelerate, while the winds at the surface slow due to friction. Translating controller compares
the one or more confidence factors and at least one threshold process step Search for:. Recent
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